POSSONO PRESENTARE DOMANDA PER QUESTA SEDE SOLO GLI STUDENTI AFFERENTI ALLA SEGUENTE SCUOLA:
AGRARIA, ARCHITETTURA

COORDINATORE DELLO SCAMBIO
Prof. Federico Preti (Agraria, federico.preti@unifi.it), Prof. Roberto Sabelli (Architettura, roberto.sabelli@unifi.it)

SCHOOLS/DEPARTMENTS/COURSES AT PARTNER INSTITUTION OPEN TO STUDENTS FROM THE RELEVANT UNIFI SCHOOL:
Places in the area of Architettura, Sistemi Agrari, Alimentari e Forestali, Produzioni Agroalimentari e dell’Ambiente; Scienze Giuridiche, Formazione e Psicologia

REQUIRED LANGUAGE SKILLS
Spanish, B1

APPLICATION DEADLINES
January 20th and June 15th for first or second semester

ENROLMENT/ATTENDANCE FEES
No attendance fees to be paid if students are previously enrolled in the University of Origin.

INSURANCE
Students must have international health insurance that covers all medical expenses and repatriation prior to arriving in Guatemala

HOUSING
The USAC has two protocol houses to host teachers and foreign students for short-term, if it exceeds 8 days, however, each Academic Unit could provide them some information on family houses that have guests and are safe areas. The price it is not very expensive, it is for about US$130 to US$140 a month

VISA
It is not necessary if your stay does not exceed 90 days, otherwise, please contact our Embassy accredited in Italy for more information